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“Angelina sends her best.”
-Brad Pitt, TBD
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Are You Controlling Your Inventory, 
or is Your Inventory Controlling You?

Brokering …putting buyers and sellers together without ever taking custody of the goods (inventory)

Drop-Shipping …your goods purchased through you are shipped to the customer from the manufacturer, but you                           

never store them

Just-in-Time Inventory Control …your supplier delivers materials to you right when you need 

them keeping storage time and expense at an absolute minimum (when it works perfectly)

Every. Body. Else.  Us. We are everybody else with storage closets, walk-in freezers, and warehouse 

shelving, and paying for the manpower, equipment, and systems to replenish our food prep areas and retail spaces, and keep our 
customers happy
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Why Carry Inventory?
-

--what is your BUSINESS ADVANTAGE?

Cost Effectiveness …cost savings by timing our purchase to leverage bulk buys or seasonal/temporary discounts

Scarcity …for whatever reason, we might run out of this specific thing, so let’s stock up

Unreliable Sourcing and/or Supply Chain …there may be interruptions or 

unreliability from our vendors, so let’s have enough supply to continue operations in hopes of weathering any significant delays

Selling Strategy Blockbuster Video, 1989: “Guaranteed in stock”
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Storage

Capacity …how much room do we have?

Efficiency …is our space offsite/downstairs? How accessible is it? Do we need a truck or more people? Are we 

organized/disorganized, and what is the planning time and costs involved in moving inventory?

Opportunity Cost …if we devote shelf space to ‘X’, how much less space is available for ‘Y’?

Durability …will inventory spoil or expire? Will the manufacturer change packaging? Damage/breakage risk?

Obsolescence …will technology or consumer tastes change before we can sell it? Computer parts and fidget spinners…

Carrying Costs …the cost of the space itself (constructing a warehouse, renting/leasing…), overhead (heat, lights…), 

security, insurance, shrink…
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Ordering

Costs …most often this is the time you or an employee spends ordering, tracking, receiving ,stocking/restocking, and then 
retrieving inventory

Frequency …how often are you ordering and creating an “inventory cycle” (order, track, receive, stock, retrieve, repeat) 
and what is the offsetting cost savings and/or business advantage (see slide 4: “why carry inventory?”)

Turnover …how long will it take to sell the inventory we have, and is the cash invested best used here or elsewhere?
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Per Unit Cost and Margin

Predictability …demand levels, consumer preference …types and quantities of Valentines Day candy 

Seasonality …discounting your leftover candy on February 15

Disposition …steeper discounts, liquidation (to reseller), or disposal (throw away) remaining inventory after a certain date

Purchase Method
• this equates directly to your relationship between 

cash flow and inventory …are you spending cash on excess inventory that could be 

spent/invested elsewhere? Are you paying interest on excess inventory? 
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No-cost Business Advising

Sign up directly with the Washington Small Business Development Center: 

https://wsbdc.ecenterdirect.com/signup

https://wsbdc.ecenterdirect.com/signup

